Digi Smart Dish Guard
Wireless Thermometer

Digi Smart Dish Guard is a wireless and irreversible temperature measuring device for monitoring of commercial dish machines. Digi Smart Dish Guard also features a built in thermistor plate that replicates the surface temperature of dishes, pans, silverware, glasses, and other items that are run through any commercial dish machine.

Features

- Monitors dish surface temperatures and sends them to Digi Smart Command for real-time compliance.
- Temperature logs are sent wirelessly, eliminating the need for manual logging.
- Eliminates manual testing of surfaces with costly and inaccurate test strips.
- On demand and scheduled reports provide management level oversight.

Specifications

- **Display**: 128x32 pixel graphical backlit LCD
- **Temperature Range**: -40°F to 221°F (-40°C to 105°C)
- **Accuracy**: ±1.0°F (±0.5°C) at -4°F to 158°F (-20°C to 70°C) 0.1°F/C
- **Resolution**: Yes
- **Backlight**: Yes
- **Fahrenheit/Celsius**: Yes
- **Sleep Mode**: Yes
- **Min/Max**: Yes
- **Hold**: Yes
- **Distance**: 5,000 feet line of sight*
- **Batteries**: 3 AA
- **Battery Life**: 12 months
- **Calibration**: NIST traceable Certificate
- **Dimensions**: 5” x 0.75”
- **Weight w/ Batteries**: 6.0 oz
- **Water Protection**: Yes: IP66 waterproof
- **Compliances**: RoHS/FCC/IC

* Actual communication distance will depend on RF environment